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Abstract

**Purpose.** Exercise therapy is effective in a wide range of chronic diseases. Comorbid disease necessitates adaptations to exercise therapy. Guidance on how to develop such adaptations is currently not available. We present an innovative strategy for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease.

**Methods.** We previously developed comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in osteoarthritis. We now broaden this approach into a general strategy for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease.

**Results.** The i3-S strategy consists of four steps. The first three steps involve creating an inventory of comorbid disease, an inventory of contraindications and restrictions on exercise therapy, and an inventory of potential adaptations to exercise therapy. In the fourth step, this information is synthesized into guidance on comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in the index disease. The adaptations concern physiological, behavioural and environmental factors.

**Conclusion.** In view of the general effectiveness of exercise therapy and the high prevalence of comorbidity in older people, there is a great need for comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy. We recommend to use and evaluate the i3-S strategy in future research.
Introduction

Exercise therapy is effective in a wide range of chronic diseases, with controlled studies showing consistent evidence that exercise therapy results in reduced morbidity, reduced symptoms and better functioning\(^1-^3\). However, comorbid disease frequently leads to the exclusion of patients from treatment\(^4\). One example is comorbid diabetes, which leads to patients being excluded due to concerns related to hypoglycaemia. When patients with comorbid disease are referred, therapists often reduce the intensity of exercise to a level that is unlikely to be effective\(^5\). Because patients are inclined to do likewise, comorbid disease may result in non-adherence to exercise recommendations\(^6\).

Patients with comorbid disease can exercise, provided that the exercise regimen is adequately adapted to the comorbidity. A patient with osteoarthritis of the knee and comorbid diabetes is allowed to exercise if their blood glucose level is monitored and the exercise is adapted accordingly. Current guidelines provide guidance on exercise therapy in the index disease (e.g., osteoarthritis as index disease, or diabetes as index disease). These guidelines fail to provide proper guidance on adaptations required because of the presence of comorbidity next to the index disease. For example, no adaptations because of diabetes were provided in a guideline on exercise therapy in osteoarthritis\(^7\). Conversely, no adaptations because of osteoarthritis were provided in a guideline on exercise therapy in diabetes\(^8,^9\). General advice on exercise describes adaptations to the presence of disease, but does not describe how exercise in an index disease needs to be adapted to comorbidity (e.g.,\(^10\)).

We have previously developed comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in osteoarthritis of the knee\(^11,^12\). We now broaden this approach into a general strategy for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease. Researchers and clinicians can use this strategy to develop comorbidity-related adaptations of exercise therapy in an index disease. We illustrate the strategy using our experience in developing comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy for osteoarthritis of the knee as an example.

The i3-S strategy

The i3-S strategy consists of four steps – three inventories and a synthesis. The first three steps involve the gathering of relevant information and include creating an inventory of comorbid disease, an inventory of contraindications and restrictions on exercise therapy, and an inventory of potential adaptations to exercise therapy. In the fourth step, this information is synthesised into guidance on the adaptation of exercise therapy to comorbid disease (Figure 1).

**Step 1** involves creating an inventory of relevant comorbid diseases: given a specific index disease, which comorbidity diseases should be included? Criteria for selecting
Comorbid diseases include comorbidity prevalence, comorbidity-related exercise risk and the impact of comorbidity on functioning. For example, we identified 11 diseases as relevant comorbidities in osteoarthritis of the knee: coronary artery disease, heart failure, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, obesity, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), depression, chronic pain, low back pain and visual or hearing impairments.\textsuperscript{11,13}

Step 2 involves creating an inventory of comorbidity-related contraindications and restrictions on the application of exercise therapy in the index disease. Contraindications are conditions, which entirely preclude the application of exercise because the patient’s safety cannot be guaranteed (e.g., chest pain before or during exercise in a patient with coronary artery disease). Restrictions are conditions, which limit the application of exercise therapy, necessitating adaptations to the therapeutic protocol (e.g., left ventricular ejection fraction of less than 30%). However, restrictions do not entirely preclude the application of exercise.

Contraindications and restrictions are derived from the literature on exercise therapy in patients with specific diseases. We created an inventory of contraindications and restrictions for exercise therapy in osteoarthritis of the knee, related to the 11 comorbid diseases identified in step 1. We began by reviewing the literature on exercise therapy in coronary artery disease to identify contraindications and restrictions related to coronary artery disease, followed by a similar process for type 2 diabetes and the remaining nine comorbid diseases.
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\caption{The i3-S strategy for developing comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy.}
\end{figure}
Step 3 involves creating an inventory of potential adaptations to exercise therapy. These adaptations are derived from guidelines on regular exercise therapy in each comorbid disease (e.g., the guideline on exercise in COPD). In cases where no guideline is available, general guidelines on exercise (e.g., the American College of Sports Medicine guideline), general medical guidelines on the treatment of the disease (e.g., guidelines for depression) and expert opinion provide relevant information on adaptations. From these sources of information, principles are derived on how to adapt regular exercise therapy for the index disease to restrictions associated with a specific comorbid disease. The adaptations concern the duration, frequency, intensity and type (content) of exercise therapy. In osteoarthritis of the knee, we created an inventory of potential adaptations related to coronary artery disease (e.g., adapted intensity of individual aerobic exercise), an inventory of potential adaptations related to diabetes (e.g., postponement of exercise when blood glucose is below or above specific cut-off values), and inventories of potential adaptations for all other comorbid diseases.

Step 4 involves the synthesis of the information obtained in the previous steps into guidance on the adaptation of exercise therapy to comorbid disease. Guidance on regular exercise therapy in the index disease is the starting point: this guidance is then adapted to the comorbid disease. For example, starting with the guideline on exercise therapy in osteoarthritis of the knee, we specified how the guideline should be adapted to comorbid disease.

In the diagnostic phase, comorbidity-related restrictions and contraindications for exercise therapy should be evaluated, and comorbidity-adapted treatment goals are set, taking into account diagnostic findings related to both the index disease and the comorbid diseases. In the intervention phase, comorbidity-related adaptations to the duration, frequency, intensity and type (content) of exercise therapy are indicated. The exact adaptations depend on the restrictions on exercise therapy identified in the diagnostic phase. In the evaluation phase, treatment goals and the need for changes to the treatment plan are evaluated, with a specific emphasis on comorbidity.

Throughout the entire process, there is an emphasis on applying clinical reasoning (or professional reasoning) when developing exercise therapy that is appropriate for patients with a comorbidity. Patients should be viewed in their entirety, with consideration of integrated body structures, functions and activities as a whole, rather than as separate organs. In the diagnostic phase, clinical reasoning may indicate the need for further medical examination to exclude contraindications. Similarly, clinical reasoning guides the selection of treatment goals, taking into account diagnostic findings related to both the index disease and the comorbid diseases. In the intervention phase, clinical reasoning is necessary when deciding on the specific exercise adaptations (duration, frequency, intensity and type of exercise) required for an individual patient. As comorbidity may impose several, sometimes even contradictory, requirements on exercise, clinical reasoning is essential when dealing with the range of exercise adaptations. An example is comorbid heart failure with osteoarthritis of the knee. While the osteoarthritis guideline...
emphasises the need for strength training, due to heart failure a rapid increase in the level of peripheral resistance should be avoided, as this increases the afterload and risk of decompensation.

Physiological, behavioural and environmental adaptations
We initially developed 11 adapted exercise therapy protocols, in which regular evidence-based exercise therapy in osteoarthritis of the knee was tailored to each of the 11 comorbid diseases. However, during a pilot study, we found that these 11 protocols could be condensed to only three: a protocol for physiological exercise adaptations – related to coronary artery disease, heart failure, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, obesity and COPD; a protocol for behavioural exercise adaptations – related to chronic pain, non-specific low back pain and depression; and a protocol for environmental exercise adaptations – related to visual and hearing impairments. A few examples include adjusted individual aerobic exercise intensity as a physiological exercise adaptation, a graded activity program as a behavioural exercise adaptation, and a larger font size of exercise instructions as an example of environmental adaptations. Although it is an open question whether categorisation into physiological, behavioural and environmental adaptations is applicable to index diseases other than osteoarthritis and to other comorbid diseases, this categorisation appears to be quite generalisable.

Perspective
In view of the general effectiveness of exercise therapy and the high prevalence of comorbidity in older people, there is a great need for a strategy for developing comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy. We recommend to use and evaluate the i3-S strategy for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease in future research.

In a recent systematic review (see Appendix), we identified two other studies describing the development of comorbidity-adapted exercise, in patients with acute exacerbations of COPD and in older adults living with HIV, in addition to our own study on patients with osteoarthritis of the knee. All three studies described the development of specific comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy, focusing on a specific index disease. None of these studies provided general guidance on how to develop comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease. A general strategy for developing such adaptations (i.e., the i3-S strategy) could facilitate future studies on the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease. Remarkably, the other two studies used an approach which is rather similar to our original approach (see Appendix). The similarity of the approach in these three studies suggests the usefulness of the general i3-S strategy. We believe the i3-S strategy will prove to be a useful approach for developing comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in index diseases.

The i3-S strategy structures the adaptation of regular exercise therapy for the index disease to co-existing comorbidity. In a patient with osteoarthritis of the knee (index disease), exercise is adapted to coexisting cardiac disease. Conversely, after a cardiac
event (index disease), exercise therapy is adapted to coexisting osteoarthritis of the knee. An obvious alternative would be to take a multi-morbidity approach, and to develop guidance on exercise therapy for patients with osteoarthritis and cardiac disease, and possibly other diseases as well. We strongly prefer the comorbidity approach used in the i3-S strategy, because (i) patients tend to present with specific symptoms, associated with a specific index disease, (ii) therapists tend to structure their treatment around the index disease, and (iii) this approach allows to preserve the detailed guidance on exercise for the index disease, and then add comorbidity-related adaptations. We recommend that the i3-S strategy should be used to develop adaptations of exercise therapy to comorbid disease.
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Appendix

Systematic review on strategies for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease

Aim
To identify and describe strategies for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease.

Methods
A protocol was developed with reference to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.

Literature search

Inclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria for the present study were the following: (1) The study concerns exercise therapy in one or more specific index diseases; (2) the study describes a strategy or systematic approach towards the development of adaptations of exercise therapy in the index disease(s) to the presence of comorbidity; (3) the study was reported in the format of a full-text article; and (4) the study was published in English.

Data extraction
Data were extracted on the index disease, and on the strategy for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in the index disease, by means of a qualitative summary.

Data synthesis
A qualitative summary of the results.
Results

The search yielded 4342 unique references, which were screened on title and abstract. This resulted in 18 full text articles that were evaluated on eligibility. Three studies were included in the present systematic review (15 studies were rejected because they did not meet the selection criteria). The papers included in the present review described the development of comorbidity-adapted exercise in patients with acute exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, in older adults living with HIV, and in patients with osteoarthritis of the knee (our own study).

Camp et al. developed recommendations on exercise in acute exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The authors conducted (i) systematic reviews on exercise in COPD, and 11 comorbid conditions (being older, heart failure, ischeamic heart disease, peripheral arterial disease, hypertension, obesity, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, diabetes type 2, HIV and depression). The next step was (ii) a Delphi process which generated more detailed parameters for both exercise safety and effectiveness, and a corresponding clinical decision tool and patient guide. Further steps consist of (iii) a critical appraisal of the tool and guide by a focus group of health professionals, and (iv) a dissemination and implementation plan.

O’Brien et al. conducted a knowledge synthesis combining two streams of evidence: (A) HIV-specific evidence addressing rehabilitation and ageing, and (B) evidence on the effectiveness of non-pharmacological rehabilitation interventions for comorbidities commonly experienced by older adults ageing with HIV. The recommendations were derived from literature, identified through systematic literature searches. The obtained evidence was synthesised, using a three-phase iterative process. This process involved (i) classification, assessing methodological quality, synthesis of the evidence and drafting the preliminary recommendations; (ii) interprofessional team review, grading the evidence, and revision of recommendations incorporating values and preferences; and (iii) external endorsement and final refinement.

Stream A resulted in overarching recommendations (e.g. “Rehabilitation professionals should be prepared to provide care to older adults with HIV who present with complex comorbidities ( . . . )”, (Supplement 2, p. 6). Stream B resulted in specific recommendations on rehabilitation, including recommendations on exercise in older adults with HIV, and eight categories of comorbidity, i.e. bone and joint disorders, cancer, stroke, cardiovascular disease, mental health challenges, cognitive impairments, Parkinson’s disease, COPD and diabetes (e.g. “Exercise-based cardiac rehabilitation should be recommended for older adults with HIV who have undergone a myocardial infarction (MI) (otherwise known as a heart attack) (or at risk of an MI) given evidence suggests exercise-based cardiac rehabilitation is effective in reducing cardiac deaths. The ideal frequency, intensity, time and type of exercise to maximize benefits are unclear”. (O’Brien et al., Supplement 2, p. 43).

de Rooij et al. developed comorbidity-adapted protocols for exercise therapy in osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee in five steps. (i) Comorbidities were selected that are
common, and have impact on pain or daily functioning. The following comorbidities were selected: cardiac diseases; hypertension; type 2 diabetes; obesity; COPD; low back pain; chronic pain; depression; and visual or hearing impairments. (ii) An inventory was made of restrictions and contraindications for exercise therapy in patients with OA of the knee and comorbidity, based on a systematic search of the literature. (iii) Guidelines on exercise therapy in each comorbidity were consulted, to derive potential adaptations to exercise therapy. These potential adaptations were incorporated into the guideline on exercise therapy for OA of the knee. (iv) Preliminary versions of the protocols were extensively discussed with clinical experts, and (v) the protocols were field-tested in a pilot study in patients with knee OA and the target comorbidities; feedback from therapists and patients was obtained, leading to further refinement of the protocols. One of these protocols is currently being evaluated in a randomised clinical trial.

Discussion

From these studies, the following characteristics of strategies for the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease can be derived. (i) Specifying comorbidities of the index disease (step 1 in the i3-S strategy). All three studies explicitly stated which comorbidities were being studied. (ii) An inventory of comorbidity-related restrictions and contraindications for exercise therapy in patients with the index disease (step 2). This is a unique characteristic of the approach of de Rooij et al., which was not apparent in the other two studies. This step makes the important distinction between absolute contraindications (no exercise therapy allowed) and restrictions (adaptations to exercise therapy required). Furthermore, this step delineates exactly which restrictions need to be taken into account. It sets the agenda for step 3. (iii) Generating potential recommendations from the literature (step 3). All three studies derived these recommendations from the literature and guidelines on interventions for specific comorbidities. Despite differences in the specific approach used, all three studies took basically the same approach: potential adaptations to exercise therapy in the index disease were derived from evidence on exercise therapy in the comorbid diseases (at that stage treated as index disease). For example: adaptations because of comorbid diabetes were derived from literature on exercise therapy in diabetes (as index disease). (iv) Developing specific recommendations on comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease (step 4). Expert knowledge and advise was obtained to develop specific recommendations. The studies used various approaches to elicit expert knowledge and advise (i.e. Delphi process, critical appraisal, interprofessional team review, external endorsement, extensive discussions with clinical experts and field-testing). All three studies emphasised the importance of obtaining expert knowledge and advise for the synthesis of the evidence and the development of specific recommendations.
None of these studies provided general guidance on how to develop comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease. All three studies described a specific approach towards developing comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy, focusing on a specific index disease. A general strategy for developing such adaptations could facilitate future studies on the development of comorbidity-related adaptations to exercise therapy in an index disease.
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